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We consider stationary solutions f a reaction-diffusion system for an activator 
and an inhibitor. Let d, and dz be the respective diffusion c efftcients of the
activator andthe inhibitor. Assuming that d, is sufftciently large, weconstruct 
stationary solutions which exhibit spiky patterns when d, is near zero. Moreover, 
we study the global (in d,) structure of the solution setand show that if d, is suf- 
ficiently large then (a) whenever bifurcation fr mthe constant solution occurs, 
there exists a continuum ofnonconstant solutions which connects he point-con- 
densation solutions with the bifurcating solutions; and (b) when no bifurcation 
from the constant solution occurs, the point-condensation olutions areconnected 
to another family ofpoint-condensation olutions. (’ 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 




for O<x<l, t>O (G-M) 
subject to he homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions 
da dh o -=-= 
ax ax 
at x= 0, 1. 
Here d,, d,, p, v, c, c’, p, and p’ are positive constants andp0 is a non- 
negative constant. Theexponents p, q, and r are positive ands is non- 
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Some implications of this inequality will be given in Lemma 1.1. We are 
interested in positive solutions f (G-M) since a and h represent thecon- 
centrations of the substances alled anactivator andan inhibitor, respec- 
tively. 
This ystem has been proposed byGierer and Meinhardt [6] as a model 
of biological pattern formation. Stable spatially inhomogeneous steady- 
state solutions f (G-M) are interpreted as inhomogeneous structure of 
cells ortissues. The region where the activator highly concentrates is r gar- 
ded as the part where cell differentiation t kes place. For the biological 
aspects of(G-M) we refer to[S, 6, 121 and the references th rein. 
A typical choice of the exponents i as follows: p = 2, q = 1, Y = 2, and 
s=O. This case has been investigated by several people: Hadeler, Rothe, 
and Vogt [S] considered theexistence of stationary solutions to (G-M) 
under different boundary conditions. Some two-dimensional patterns are 
discussed in Haken [9, pp. 31 l-3251. Berding and Haken [ 1 ] treat (G-M) 
on a sphere. 
One of the most remarkable features ob erved numerically is that he 
system (G-M) seems to have stable stationary solutions which exhibit 
point-condensation for acertain range of the constants involved. Namely, if 
the ratio d,/dz issufficiently closeto zero then as t -+ cc solutions f the 
initial-boundary value problem approach a steady-state such that he dis- 
tribution of the activator a concentrates in quite narrow regions around a
finite number of points inthe interval [IO, 11. Moreover, the maxima seem 
to diverge toinfinity as d, tends to 0. 
We note that, owing to the homogeneous Neumann boundary con- 
ditions, (G-M) has a unique constant s ationary solution (a, h) which is 
independent of he diffusion c efficients (see Lemma 1.1). We can apply 
bifurcation heory [3 or 151 to obtain nonconstant solutions a dto study 
their stability question i the neighborhood f (a, R). (See, e.g., [7, 203.) 
Different me hods may be required toconstruct solutions which are far 
from (5, h). For example, singular perturbation theory has been suc- 
cessfully applied toshow the xistence of interior transition layer solutions 
for the activator-inhibitor model with saturation on production of an 
activator, i.e., the system obtained by replacing the term up/h4 with 
ap/[hY( 1 +~a~)], K >0. This approach isfound in Childress andPercus 
[2, Sect. 1 l] and Mimura, Nishiura, and Yamaguti [143; later on, 
Mimura, Tabata, and Hosono [ 131 gave the rigorous proof. Itseems, 
however, difficult to apply such methods to the stationary p oblem for 
(G-M) because the maximum of a diverges as d, tends to zero. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove rigorously the existence of point- 
condensation solutions when the diffusion c efficient d, of he inhibitor is 
sufficiently large. To do this, we study in great detail the limit system 
obtained byletting d, + co, which we call the shadow system of (G-M) 
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following Nishiura [16]. In the limit, the inhibitor h reduces toa constant 
5 so that we get asystem of equations for an unknown function a(x) and 
an unknown umber 5. This reduction makes the problem fairly easy to 
analyze. The shadow system was first introduced by Keener [111; while 
Nishiura [ 161 investigated th  shadow system for activator-inhibitor 
systems with saturation effect to show that he branches ofsolutions bifur- 
cated from the constant solution are connected tothe interior transition 
layer solutions (see also [171). We shall prove that here exist olutions f 
the shadow system with point-condensation at he boundary of the interval 
when d, is close to 0 (Theorem 1). Such solutions f the original system 
will be obtained by regular perturbation from the point-condensation 
solutions f the shadow system (Theorem 2). Due to the homogeneous 
Neumann boundary conditions, solutions with point-condensation  
interior p ints are constructed from onotone increasing ones by periodic 
extension. 
Moreover, weshall study the global (in d,) structure of the solution set 
of stationary p oblem for (G-M). For this purpose we formulate the 
problem as finding a pair (d,, (a, h)) which satisfies (G-M). Theorem 1
states that for d, > 0 sufficiently sma lthe set of the monotone increasing 
solutions f the shadow system forms acurve parametrized by d,. We shall 
see that if p0 is near 0, then this curve xtends tothe bifurcation poi t on 
the branch of the constant solution (Theorem 3). If p0 is greater than acer- 
tain critical value, then there does not occur bifurcation fr mthe constant 
solution. In this case the curve of point-condensation olutions is connected 
to another family ofpoint-condensation olutions f which maxima remain 
bounded as d, tends to 0 (Theorem 5). Furthermore if 1 < p < 2 and p. is 
sufficiently closeto 0, then we can describe the global behavior fthe 
solution branches for the shadow system completely as in Theorem 4. 
This paper is organized as follows: First, westate our main results in 
Section 1.To verify them we study montone increasing solutions f the 
shadow system in great detail. In Section 2 we shall construct solutions f 
the shadow system by reducing the problem to that of finding zeros of a 
function B(a, 0 of two real variables (a,0, and investigate the asymptotic 
behavior fzeros of @a, 5) as 5: tends to infinity or to a certain marginal 
value. A crucial point both in justifying the reduction of (G-M) to the 
shadow system and in studying the global structure of the solution set is to 
prove the invertibility of the linearized op rator of the shadow system at a 
given point-condensation olution. This will be done in Section 3.Finally 
in Section 4, using the facts e tablished in Sections 2 and 3, we complete 
the proofs ofTheorems l-5. 
It would be worth while noting that we have not succeeded in proving 
the stability of point-condensation olutions, although T eorem 4gives a 
fact supporting thestability. It is also to be mentioned that while finishing 
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the manuscript, theauthor learned ofan unpublished paper of Professor 
Y. Nishiura inwhich e independently obtained some results similar to our 
Theorems 14 (personal communication). 
1. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
1.1. Formulation 
Throughout the paper we are concerned with stationary solutions f 
(G-M) and consider the following normalized equations: 
d,u”+f(u, u)=O 
d,u”+ g(u, v)=O 
for XE [0, 11, 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
u’(x) = u’(x) = 0 at x=0, 1, (1.3) 
where the prime stands for the differentiation wi h respect tox and we 
define 
f(u, u) = -pu + up/v4 + 0, (1.4) 
g(z.4, v) = -vu + d/d. (1.5) 
The stationary solutions a(x) and h(x) of (G-M) are given by the solutions 
U(X) and u(x) of (l.l)-( 1.3) through the relation 
u(x) = { (c’p’)“/(cp)“+ ‘} “‘a(x), 
u(x) = {(c’p’)“- ‘/(cp)‘}““h(x), 
CT = ((c’p’)“/(cp)“’ ‘}“Kppo, 
where 
Ic=qr-(p- l)(s+ 1). (1.6) 
Note that IC>O by the assumption (A). 
Before stating our results, we summarize h re some properties of the 
functions f(u, v) and g(u, II). We put 
k(u)= {uP/(pu-a))“4 and Z(u) = (d/vp+“. (1.7) 
Then u = k(u) and u = I(u) solve f( u, u) = 0 and g(u, u) = 0, respectively. 
Let IR, denote the interval (0, +co) and K denote the interval 
[0, +co ). Here are fundamental properties of f(u, u), g(u, II), k(u), and 
Z(u). 
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LEMMA 1.1. Under assumption (A) the following (i)(iv) hold: 
(i) The functions f and g are continuous in R, x R, and analytic n
R+XR+. For each v > 0, f, is Holder continuous with respect tou in K. 
Moreover, 
f",'O? f" <03 g,>o, g,<o (1.8) 
for all (u, v)ElR+ xR,. 
(ii) The two curves f (u, v) = 0 and g(u, v) = 0 intersect at exactly one 
- - 
point (u,u) in R, xR+. Furthermore, l(u) < k(u) if o/p < u < ii and 
l(u)>k(u) ifu>U; and as u+ +a, 
k(u)+ +a, l(u)+ +oo, and k(u)/l(u) + 0. 
(iii) If v>k(u) then f(u, u)<O; while f(u,v)>O if O<v<k(u). 
Moreover, f (u, k(u)) < 0 if o > 0 and a/p < u < u,, f,(u,, k(u,)) = 0 and 
f,(u, k(u)) > 0 if u > u, with o 2 0, where 
urn= Pdl[P(P- 111. (1.9) 
(iv) If v>l(u) then g(u, u)<O; while g(u, u)>O rfO<u<l(u). 
See Fig. 1. This lemma is easily verified by simple computations. 
By virtue of(ii) of Lemma 1 .l we see that (1.1 ))( 1.3) has a unique con- 
stant solution 1.4 = 17, v = 17 for all d, > 0, d2 > 0. We shall construct solutions 
which are far from the constant solution when d2 is suffkiently large. In
fact, weconsider a limit system obtained byletting d, -+ 00 and perturb its 
solutions to get solutions f the original system (l.l)-( 1.3). Tojustify this 
procedure and to study the structure of the solution set globally with 
respect to d,, we give apriori estimates of solutions, which will be verified 
in the Appendix. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let u and v be positive functions ofclass C2 satisfying 
(1.1 )-( 1.3). Then the following inequalities hold: 
max u < em min u, (1.10) 
max u < eJ;7;i; min u, (1.11) 
c(d,) < u(x)< C(4) 
l(min u) < u(x) <l(max 2.4) 
for XE [0, 11. 
(1.12) 
(1.13) 
Here c(d, )and C(d, )are positive constants which depend on d, , u, v, and a 
continuously, but are independent of d,, and have the following properties 
(it(iii): (  c(d,) is strictly increasing  d, and C(d,) is strictly decreasing; 
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(ii)c(d,)tuandC(d,)luasd,T +co;and(iii)c(d,)Ia/~andC(d,)T +cc 
as d, 10. 
Note that dr (~“1 dmax{p max U- G, (max u)P/(min 0)“) and d2 ju”l 6 
max(v max v, (max u)r/(min v)“}. Thus the above stimates give bounds of 
sup (~“1 and sup [v”[. 
By virtue of(1.11) wesee that he oscillation max u - min u tends to 0 as 
d2+co. Moreover, (1.12) and (1.13) yield that max U, max v, 
sup If(u(x), v(x))1 and sup I g(u(x), v(x))/ remain bounded as d2 + cc if we 
keep d, fixed. Thus u(x) approaches a constant, sayl, as d, -+ co. On the 





FIG. 1. Zero-level curves of f(u, v) and g(u, v) for (a) 0 <n< or, (b) 0 = o<, and (c) 
lT>cT,. 
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over [0, l] and using (1.3). Therefore we are led to a limit system as 
dZ-+a: 
dlu”+f(u, t)=O for XE [0, 11, (1.14) 
s 1 g(u, Odx=O, (1.15) 0 
u’(0) = u’( 1) = 0, (1.16) 
which we call the shadow system of (l.lk(1.3) following Nishiura [16]. 
For precise tatement of the results we prepare some notations and 
definitions. We regard the diffusion c efficient d, as aprimary parameter 
and d, as a secondary one. We put 
x= {UEC2([0, 11)) 1u’(O)=u’(l)=O). 
Let 
X=XxX and !i?=R+xX. 
We regard X as a Banach space with usual C2 norm. The spaces X and % 
are endowed with product topology. Let us formulate our problem as 
follows: 
Find(d,,(u,u))EXwithu>O,u>O 
which satisfies ( 1.1 )-( 1.2) for given d2 > 0; U’:d,) 
Find(d,,(u,[))~Xwithu>O,<ER+ 
which satisfies (1.14)-( 1.15). (P:cc) 
1.2. Existence ofPoint-Condensation Solutions 
We can now state our main results. First, we show the existence of 
solutions f (P : co) with boundary layer at x = 1. 
THEOREM 1. There xists a one-parameter family of solutions to (P: co) 
g= {Cd,, (U(.;dl)> 4(dl)))EX I O-4+) 
for some d,>O such that (i) d, + (u(*;dl), <(d,)) is an analytic mapping 
from (0, d,) into X, (ii) for each d, ~(0, d,), u(x; d,) is monotone 
increasing  x, and (iii) as d, JO, 
u(x; d,) -+ a/p compact uniformfy in [0, l), 
u(l;d,)=t(dl) “““-“(po+o(l)), 
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where PO= MP + 1 IPI l’(p-~ l).Moreover, there exists a Z> 0 such that any 
soZution(d,,(u,<))of(P:oo) whichsatisfiesu’(x)>Oin(O, l)and~>&lies 
on the curve %?. 
We obtain solutions f (P : d,) near the solutions f (P : 00 ) on w if d, is 
sufficiently large. 
THEOREM 2. Let d, , u(x; d, ) and c(d, )be as in Theorem 1. Then there 
exist a constant 6(d,) > 0 depending ond, E (0, d,) and two analytic map- 
pings (d,,~)+4(.;4,~) and (dl,~)+lC/(.;dl,~)from (O,d,)xCO,~(d,)) 
into Xsuch that (i) 4(x; d,, 0) = $(x; d,, 0) = 0, and (ii)for each d, E (0, d,) 
and d, > l/J(d,), (d,, 0(x; d,, l/d,)) is a solution to (P:d,), where 
8(x; d,, z) = (ii(x; d,, z), 17(x; d,, t)) with ti(x; d,, z) = u(x; d,) + 4(x; d,, z) 
and 6(x; d,, z) = 5(d,) + Ii/(x; d,, T). 
Observe that 6(x; d,, r) is also monotone increasing in x.To see this, we
note that g(C(x; d,, t), 6(x; d,, r)) tends to g(u(x; d,), t(d,)) uniformly in x
as t + 0 and that g(u(x; d,), [(d,)) is negative near x= 0, is positive near 
x = 1 and has exactly one zero, which is simple. Thus 6” has only one zero 
and is positive near x= 0 since fi satisfies (1.2). Therefore 6(x; d,, z) is 
monotone increasing in x.
Solutions which are not monotone increasing in x can be obtained from 
monotone increasing ones as follows: 
For each integer n >2, define a mapping y”” from X into itself by 
(y’%)(x) = 44x - xi)) for xE [Ix,, xi+, 1, if jis even; 
4n(x,+ 1 -XI) for x E Cxj, xj+ I 1, if jis odd, 
where xi = j/n, j= 0, 1, 2,..., n  We define y(‘) as the identity mapon A’. For 
U= (u, v) E X, we put y’“‘U= (y%, y’“)v). 
Note that if (d,, U)EX is a solution of (P:d,) then (dl/n2, y’“)U) is a 
solution of (P :d,/n2). Similarly, if (d,, (u, [)) is a solution of (P : co), then 
so is (d,/n2, (yCn)u, 5)). Therefore putting 
CCC d, I= Y”%(x; d, )Xx), 
u,(x; d,) = y’“‘[u(l -xx; d,)](x), 
we may conclude asfollows: 
(1.17) 
(1.18) 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let (d,, (u(.;dl), ((d,))) be the solution f (P:co) 
given by Theorem 1. Then for each positive integer n, 
(dlln2, (~,‘(*;d,), t(4))) and (dlln2, (~;(.;4), t(4))) with 0~4 cd, 
form one-parameter families ofsolutions f (P : CC ) such that, as d, JO, 
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0) 5(4)--+ +a, 
(ii) u,‘(x; d,) + a/l 
u; (x; 4) -+ d/J 
(iii) u,‘((2j+ 1)/n; d,
q (Wn); 4) 
for j= 0, 1, 2)...) [n/2]. 
COROLLARY 1.4. LetO< 
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if x# (2j+ 1)/n, 
if x # 2j/n, 
dI < d, and d, > 1/6(d,). Then for each positive 
integer n,(d,/n2, y’“‘[ 6(x; d,, l/d,)]) and (d,/nL, y’“‘[ O(1 -x; d,, l/d,)]) 
are solutions of(P:d,/n*) which tend to (d,/n*, (u,‘(.;dI), <(d,))) and 
(d,/n*, (u;(.; d,), l(d,))), respectively, as d, + co. 
1.3. Global Behavior f Continua of Solutions 
We now have one-parameter families of olutions ford, sufficiently 
small. We would like to know their global behavior. 
For each d2, 0 < d, < co, let Y$ denote the set of nonconstant solutions 
of (P:d,). For d2 sufficiently large, let V$)g+ and %‘$)v- bethe respective 
connected components of Y;, containing the solutions 
(d,/n*, y’“‘[o(x; d,, l/d,)]) and (d,/n2, y’“‘[8(1 -xx; d,, l/d,)]) given by 
Corollary 1.4. Moreover, wewrite the connected components ofL$ con- 
taining (4/n*, (u,‘(*; 4),t(4))) and (d,/n2, (u,y(.; d,), Qd,))) as Wg),+ 
and %‘g)x-, respectively. Furthermore, we put I’= ((d,, 8) 1 O= 
(u, fi), 4 E R+>, w rch is the branch of the constant solution. h’ 
Remark 1.5. Since (1.14) is an autonomous equation i U, we see 
that Vg),+ = { (d,/n2, y(“‘U) 1 (d,, U) E G@,!)v+ } and %g),- = { (d,/n2, 
y’“‘U) 1 (d,, U) E%‘:)‘~ }. Thus %‘g),* n%g),* =0 if m fn. However, in 
view of the possibility of symmetry breaking bifurcation, we can 
only say that %‘$)v+ 3 {(d,/n*, y’“‘U) I (d,, U) E %?!& } and 
{ (d,/n2, y’“‘U) I (d, U) E @jli,- } for finite d2.
%$‘,- =) 
The global behavior fYg),+ depends on 0. As will be seen below, if 
0~ 0 < c’r then bifurcation fr m the branch of the constant solution I’
occurs, while there is no bifurcation poi t on r if c> cc, where 
(1.19) 
We present here aquick view of some results obtained byapplying bifur- 
cation theory. For details, see[16 or 201. To begin with, we linearize the 
operations i  the left-hand si es of ( 1.1) and (1.2) around the constant 
solution U= I!? to have the linear operator 






where a,, =f,(ii, U), a,,=f,(ii, U) - - azI = gU(u, ), and az2 = g”(u, u). Note 
that a,, < 0, a21 > 0 and az2 < 0 in virtue of(1.8). By making use of Fourier 
cosine expansion it is easy to see that B(d, , d2) has nontrivial kernel ifand 
only if 
(d,(d2 - a,SM71j)2 - ~22) - a12a21= 0 (1.21) 
holds for some integer j> 1. Here it is to be noted that alla22 -a,,~,, is 
positive since it equals pv{qr-(p- l)(s+ 1)) -vauP’{qr-p(s+ l)}, 
which is greater than va/ii ( 30) by virtue ofU > g/p. 
Now if a, r< 0 then for all jZ 1 and d2 > 0 no positive d, satisfies (1.21), 
so that dP(d,, d2) is invertible for any d, > 0. Hence there is no bifurcation 
point on r if a,, <0. Next, consider the case a,, >0. Putting 
4” = (@‘CGI, + a,,axl(4(-nj)2  a22)1, (1.22) 
we find that dc,i) > 0for j= 1, 2, 3 ,..., provided that d2 is sufficiently large. It
is not difficult to see that Z(dp), d,) has 0 as a simple eigenvalue in the 
sense of Crandall and Rabinowitz [3], and hence there occurs bifurcation 
from the constant solution at(d’,i), 0 .Since a,, >0 if 0 <(T < 0, and 
a,, d0 if GB crc, wehave the following assertion. (Note that cc is defined as
the value of 0 for which f,(~, V)= 0 holds.) 
LEMMA 1.6. Consider p oblem (P : d2). 
(a) Suppose that c2 or. Then there is no bifurcation point on Tfor all 
A, > 0. 
(b) Suppose that 0< o < o,. . Then for d, sufficiently large, (dp), 0) is 
a bifurcation p int: there exists a one-parameter family of solutions 
(dii)(&), P+)(E)), 1~1 < eO, for some co>0 such that (i) dp)(&)=dv)+ 
22~2 + O(e3) and (ii) Vci)(&) = (u”‘(x, E), u(~)(x, a)), where u(j)(x, E) =
ii + E cos njx + O(E’) and ~(j)(x, E) = 6 + Ebj cos lrjx + O(E~) with bj = 
a211(d2(Wrj)2 - a2d (>O). 
Similarly we may carry out bifurcation analysis of the shadow system to 
have 
LEMMA 1.7. Consider p oblem (P : co ). 
(a) If o > o,., then there is no btfurcation point on K 
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(b) IfO<a<a,., then 
dg)= (zj)p2fu(17, 17) (1.23) 
is positive for any integer j > 1 and (d, , (j) 0) is a bifurcation p int: there 
exists a one-parameter family of nonconstant solutions (d(j)(e), W(j)(&)), 
I4 -c&O> for some E,>O such that (i) d(j)(&)= dg)+ Z*E* + O(E~) and (ii) 
w(j)(&) = (w”‘(x, E), fp(&)), where w(j)(x, E) = U + E cos zjx + O(E*) and 
p(E) = v + 0(&2). B 
Note that d’,” + d(i) as d, -+ co. 
We can now describe the global behavior f%?g),* after introducing 
some notations. For any subset d of %, we define asfollows: 
Proj.+d= {d, 1 (d,, U)Edforsome UEX}, 
Sec,,d= {Ul (d,, U)E&}. 
Let cl(d) denote the closure in.% of the set d. In the case of 0 Q 0 < oC, 
the continua ofpoint-condensation solutions extend to the bifurcation 
points onr. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that 0 6 o< a,.. Then for each integer n > 1 the 
fohowing (i)-(iv) hold 
(i) cl(%?~)~+)ncl(%?~)~~)= {(dz), 0));
(ii) Proj.+V, CM),* isa bounded interval containing (0, dt)); 
m) 
iargI 
cl(V$),+  n ci(V:, ‘“),P)3(d~), o), provided that d, is sufficiently 
;iv) Proj. + V$),* is a bounded interval containing (0, d’,“)), provided 
that d, is sufficiently large. 
If we impose a restriction on the exponent p,then we obtain more 
precise information on the behavior f%‘m (n),* for 0 sufficiently closeto 0. 
The restriction on p comes from atechnical reason and it might be relaxed 
(see the last paragraph in the proof of Lemma 3.4). 
THEOREM 4. Assume that 1 < p < 2. Then there xists o. E (0, a,) such 
that if O<cr< o. then any nonconstant solution of (P: co) lies on 
%‘g),+ u%?~)~- for some n and V$),* are parametrized by , . In particular, 
Proj. cl(%?~)~‘) = (0,dg)] 
Seed, G&)3- 
and for each d, E (0, dg)), Sec,,%?g).+ and
consist of exactly one element, respectively. 
Next we consider the case where there is no bifurcation fr mlY For sim- 
plicity we state the following result only for %‘E).+; however, analogous 
assertions h ldfor all @‘a cn),* byvirtue ofRemark 1.5. 
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THEOREM 5. (a) Let o>o,,. Then (i) %Ys),+ n%‘$)-- = $3, (ii) 
Proj,+Vt)x+ is a bounded interval containing (0,d,) and (iii) Sec,,Vz),+ 
consists of at least two elements if d, is sufficiently sma l. 
(b) Let o>o,.. Then Secd,Wz),+ consists of exactly two elements 
(u(.; d,), [(d,)) and (t;( .;d,), f(d))) for all d, sufficiently sma l. Moreover, 
as d, 10, 
6(.x; d,)-+ U compact unzformfy in [0, 1), 
ti(l;d,)-tb(u), 
f(4) + 6 
(1.24) 
where b(U) satisfies b(U)>U and Ji(“’ f( u, 6) du = 0. 
It is important torecall the following result ofNishiura [16] which 
asserts that %‘z).* isa good approximation of g$i)*+ ifd, is sufficiently 
large. Tostate he assertion we eed a notation. Forany subset AX? of X 
and a positive number 6, let JX? Id, ab denote the restriction of d to 
[S, cc) xX. Then we have 
LEMMA 1.8. For any E > 0 and 6 > 0 small, there exists a D, > 0 such 
that f d, > D, then 
where %!E(‘%‘~)~+ ) is theE-neighborhood in X of GT?~), +. 
In fact, he assertion s proved in [16] for the case that bifurcation fr m
r occurs; the proof is the same or even simpler for the case of no bifur- 
cation. 
Combining Theorem 5with Lemma 1.8 gives the following consequence. 
COROLLARY 1.9. (a) Suppose that o> oC. Then for any 6 > 0 small, 
there exist 6, > 6 and D, > 0 such that Set,, %?$i’,+ consists of at least two 
points f6<d,<6, andd,>D,. 
(b) Suppose that o> oC. Then for 6 -=z d, < 6, and d, > D,, Set,,@?::),+ 
consists of exactly two elements: oneis zi(x; d,, l/dz) given by Theorem 2 
and the other tends to (fi(x; d,), t(d,)) untformly in x on [0, l] as d, -+ co. 
Let us illustrate our results on the global structure of the solution set of 
(P : co) for atypical choice of the exponents: p = 2, q = 1, r = 2, s = 0. We 
take v= 1. Then U=(l +u)/P, V=U2 and oc= 1. 
For 0 sufficiently closeto 0, %?z).* are d,-parametrized curves which 
meet at (d:), 0)on r as in Fig. 2a. Recall Theorem 6.2 of [20] which 
states that if 5/6 <d < 1 then for (P:d,) with d, sufficiently large, bifur- 
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X 
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FIG. 2. Global behavior fa solution branch of the shadow system for (a) 0near 0, (b) 
0 < 0,. near o,., (c) (r =CT,., and(d) 0> 6,. 
cation at (di’), 8) is subcritical, i.e., t2> 0. Therefore, by virtue of 
Lemma 1.8, bifurcation at (d, , (I) 0) is also subcritical for the shadow system 
if 2< 0 < 1. Thus %‘g),* seem to be as in Fig. 2b, assuming that no secon- 
dary bifurcation exists. For0 >, 1, V$),+ may be as in Fig. 2c,d if we sup- 
pose the simplest ituation, that is, nonexistence of branching. Con- 
sequently we may imagine a global picture ofthe solution set as in Fig. 3, 
assuming that bifurcation occurs only from the constant solution (this 
the case for ~ sufficiently closeto0). 
Now let us discuss the stability problem of O= (U, 5) as a stationary 
solution to the shadow system u, = d, u,, +f(u, t), dt/dt = j; g(u(x), <)dx 
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FIG. 3. Global picture ofthe continuum of monotone solutions of the shadow system 
subject tothe homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. Usual inear 
stability analysis as in Remark 3.3 of [20] yields that (i) if r~ > 1 then 0 is 
stable for all d,>O and p>Oo; and (ii) if O<atl and O<p< 
(1 + cr)/( 1 - a) then 0 is stable ifd, > dg) and is unstable if d, < dz). Let us 
take p-=z 1 and cr sufficiently closeto0. Then D loses its tability at d,= dc) 
as d, decreases. On the other hand, bifurcation at (dg), D)is super-critical 
(i.e., r2 ~0). Hence by virtue ofthe well-known perturbation heorem of 
simple eigenvalues due to Crandall and Rabinowitz [4] we have that he 
bifurcating solutions aretable inthe vicinity of (dt), 0). Now Theorem 4, 
or more precisely, its proof says that along 9$)x+ the linearized operator 
Ym (see (3.1)) isnonsingular; and hence all real eigenvalues of Sm remain 
negative. This upports he stability of boundary layer solutions lying on 
%?!J).+. We have not, however, succeeded in proving that he real parts of 
the complex eigenvalues of 9, are negative, andthe question fthe 
stability of solutions  wz),+ still remains open. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF SOLUTIONS OF THE SHADOW SYSTEM 
In this ection weconstruct monotone increasing solutions f (P: cc), 
namely solutions satisfying u’(x) >O in (0, 1). We shall show in 
Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 that there xists a one-parameter family of 
solutions (d,(t), (u(x; <), 5)) parametrized by 5 in the neighborhood f 
infinity such that d,(t) tends to 0 as 4 + co and u(x; 5) has a boundary 
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layer at x = 1. In Proposition 2.4 we state the existence of another one- 
parameter family ofboundary layer solutions forcr >0‘. 
First, we fix {and find all strictly increasing solutions f (1.14) subject to 
boundary conditions ( 1.16); namely, weconstruct a pair (d(a, 5 ), u(x; a, 0) 
labeled by a such that (i) ~(0; a, 5) = a and (ii) u(x; a, <) is strictly 
increasing  x and satisfies (1.14) for d, =d(u, 5) together with (1.16). 
Next we adjust the value of a so that (1.15) holds. Hence the problem will 
be interpreted as finding zeros of a function B(u, [) defined by(2.9). 
Let us begin with noting that if 5 <k(u,) then f(u, 5) >O for all ~20 
and hence nonconstant solutions f (1.14) donot satisfy boundary con- 
ditions (1.16). (Recall that U, is defined by(1.9)) Therefore, w  assume 
that 5> k(u,). Then the equation f(u, <) = 0 for u > 0 has exactly two 
solutions ~=a~([) and u=u+(t), O~u~(~)<a+(~). Ifc(t)<u<u+([) 
thenf(u,r)<O; andf(u,<)>O if u-cc({) or u>u+(r). Since monotone 
increasing solutions f (1.14) satisfy u”(0) > 0, that is, f(u(O), 0 ~0, we 
choose u=u(O) so as to satisfy u..(~)<u<u+([). 
Multiply both sides of (1.14) byu’, then integrate ov r [0, x] and use 
u’(0) = 0 to obtain 
(2.1) 
where 
Put h = u( 1). Then since u’( 1) = 0, we have from (2.1) that 
JTb, 5) = F(a, 4). (2.3) 
In what follows, e regard b =b(u, 4) as determined by this relation. Note 
that b(u, 5) is well defined for UE [a-([), a+(t)], because F(u, t;) is strictly 
decreasing  u on the interval (  _(0, a+(<)), strictly increasing in u on 
(a+(t), +a) and I;(u, 5)+ cc as u + co. Moreover, let 
b+(4)=b(a-(5), 4). (2.4) 
Then u+(t)<b(a, t)<b+(t) for UE Cu~.(5),u+(4)1. Set 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
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Now, it follows from (2.1) and ~‘30 that &du/dx= [2(F(u, t)- 
F(u, ())]“‘. Th en it is easy to see that he inverse function u(x; a, <) of the 
integral 
(2.7) 
is a solution f(1.14) for d, =d(u, r) subject to(1.16). Note that he 
domain of definition of d(a, 5) and u(.; a, 5) is given by 
N= {(a, <)ER+ x R+ I flu, tko}. (2.8) 
Here are some important properties of d(u, 5) and u(x; a, l). 
LEMMA 2.1. For each 5 > k(u,), all strictly increasing solutions f (1.14) 
subject to (1.16) are given by the u-parametrized family of solutions 
(d(a, 0, u(x; a, 5)) for a(5) <a< a+(l), where d(a, 5) is defined by(2.6) 
and u(x; a, 5) is the inverse function of (2.7). Moreover, d(u, 0 is real 
analytic nN and u(x; a, t;) is real analytic n[0, l] x N; and they satisfy 
(i) Asafa+(O, 
d(a, t)-fu(a+(5)> 0/~2 compact untformly in 5E (k(u,), co), 
u(x;a, O-a+(t) compact uniformly in [0, l] x (k(u,,,), co ;
(ii) AsaJa({), 
d(a, 0 +O compact untformly in tE (k(u,), CC), 
~(X;a,5)+a.-(t) compact uniformly in[0, 1) x (k(u,), co), 
41; a, t.1 +b+(t) compact untformly in <E (k(u,), a). 
This lemma is adapted from Lemma 3.1 of [ 161. (See also the remark in 
the proof of assertion (a)of Lemma 2.6.) 
The next step is to adjust the value of a so as to satisfy (1.15). Put
B(a, 5) = 1: dub; a, 5),5) dx. (2.9) 
Then Lemma 2.1 implies that B(a, 5) is real analytic in N and can be con- 
tinuously extended upto the boundary aN. Furthermore, we have that, for 
5 > k(u,,J, 
Wa+(5), Cl= s(a+(5), 4) and B(a-(t), 5)= s(a-(t), 0. 
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If 5>V then g(a+(c),<)>O and g(a-(c),r)<O, andhence we find for 
each 5> V at least one a satisfying B(a,5) = 0. 
We may obtain detailed information on the location fthe zeros of 
B(a, t) and the shape of the solution u(x; a, <) in two marginal cases: when 
5 is very large and when [ is near 6. The situation near <= cc is indepen- 
dent of 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. There exists a E> 0 such that for each 5 > E the 
equation B(a, 5) = 0 has a unique solution a = a(<); and it lies in the interval 
a~(~)~a~~~(~)+C,~‘“+‘~~‘exp(-C,~”’~~-’~), (2.10  
where C, and C, are positive constants independent of a and r. Moreover, 
a(5) is real analytic n5. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let a = a(t) be the solution fB(a, 4) = 0 given by 
Proposition 2.2. Then, as r -+ +co, (i) u(x; a(l), 5) + o/p compact uniformly 
in XE [0, I), (ii) u(l;a(t), ~ =~4”f~“.(po+o(1)), and (iii) d(a(l), 5)-O. 
Recall that &, = [,u( p + 1)/2] ‘lfp ~ I). 
If 0 <G < (r‘ there occurs bifurcation fr mthe constant solution, as we 
saw in Lemma 1.7. Inthe case of c > or the structure of the solutions near 
5 = V is quite similar to that for 5large. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Assume that o> o,. where oc is defined by(1.19). Then 
there exists a [I > V such that for each t: E(ii, 5 ) the equation B(a, 5) = 0 has 
only one solution a = ri(<), which depends on 5 analytically nd lies in the 
interval 
where z(t) = (v[‘+‘)“~; C3 and C4 are positive constants independent of a
and 5. Moreover, as 5 + 6, (i) u(x; c?(t), l) -+ U compact uniformly in 
XE [0, l), (ii) ~(1; k(l), 4)-+ b+(u, V), and (iii) d(8(5), 5)-0. 
To prove these assertions, we first observe that if we put 
Z(a, 5) = j”‘u3t’ Au, 5)P(F(a, 0 - F(u, 011 -l’* du (2.12) 
LI 
then B(a, 5) = /m Z(a, 5) byvirtue of (2.7). Since d(a, 4) > 0 for 
(a, 5) E N, B(a, 5) = 0 holds if and only if Z(a, r) = 0. (Note that he zeros of 
B(a, 5) on the boundary 8N never give strictly increasing solutions f 
(P:co).) Let us recall that B(a-(t),t)<O if t:>U. Thus Z(a,[)<O for a
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near a-(<). We shall prove that Z(a, 5) is positive f c1 violates (2.10) for 
(>E and that Z,(a, 5)>O if a satisfies (2.10) with ?j >E. Therefore, for
each <> z, there exists exactly one zero a(<) of Z(u, 5) satisfying (2.10) and 
the analytical dependence on 5 of a([) follows from the implicit function 
theorem. 
Next, we introduce th following scaling. Put
u= yTl(P- I))+ 9 ,=(d(P-I), K/(/J - I ) I/r i=tvt- 1 (2.13) 
and 
fo(w)= -pw+ wp+op(p-‘1, 
go(w) = wr -i’, 
F,(w)= j”fb(t) dr. 
0 
(2.14) 
Furthermore, we put 
B(a)=4-4’(p-‘f)6(5ql(p-l)c(, 5), a+ =<-4!(P ‘&((), (2.15) 
Then we have Fo(/?(a))=Fo(a), /I( )a >a andf,(cc,)=O with O<a- <a+. 
It is not difficult to see that, as5 + +cc, 
a- = (a/p) 5~q’(p~1)(l + (a/p)Pr-Y+ 0(~2”)), (2.16) 
a+ =P l/(PPl)-(p: 1)~‘a,u~1~-4/‘P--1)+0(5~241(p~1)), (2.17) 
P(a)=P0+2((P-1)~LPO)~‘(~o(a)-~5~4~(P~1’Po) 
+ o(5-4’(pp1)+ jFo(a)I) (2.18) 
with PO = MP + 1 PI ‘lCp ~ I), if ais sufficiently closetoa ~ . 
Let us define 
J(a) = ~liiai g0(w)[2(Fo(a) - F,(w))] P’/2 dw. 
d 
(2.19) 
Then Z(u, 5)=44”‘p 1~~“.Z(~~4’~P-“u), so that for the proof of 
Proposition 2.2 it suffices to verify the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2.5. There exist positive constants E,c, and c’ such that (i) if 
<>Zund 
(2.20) 
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then J(a) > 0, and (ii) if5 > E and 
a- <~(<a- +c(&a-)e-r”(i’pa’) (2.21) 
Then J’(a) > 0. 
Notethat i=0(5-4i(P~‘)+(‘+s)‘r)anda_=0(5~q”P-’))asr’00, and 
hence that a- =0(c) as t -+ co. Therefore we have (2.10) from (2.21) by
using a = tylCp ~ ’)a. 
Proof of Lemma 2.5. We first observe that J(a) > 0 if a > [ since 
g,(w) > 0 for w> [. Therefore we may assume that a< c. Let 
J1(a) = SC gdw)C~f’dw)l -‘I* dw for aE(a-, 11, (2.22) 
0 
J*(P) = jc’ add3’o,~(w)l~ “* dw for B k B(i), (2.23) 
where 
dF~,,(w) = 2CFda) -Fdw)l. (2.24) 
Step 1. We verify property (i). For this purpose w minorize J, and Jz. 
Note that J, < 0 < J2. First we claim that 
J,(a) > g&d co- 112 log C2c, IfdalI pl(i-cO + 21, (2.25) 
JI@)>c,~ (2.26) 
for aE (a ~, c) and for /I >/I([), respectively, if 5 is sufficiently large. Here 
c0 = 1 fb(O)l/2 ( = p/2) and ci is a positive constant independent of 5. 
To obtain (2.25), we note that g,,(w) isstrictly increasing in the interval 
(a, 0. Therefore J,(a) is bounded from below by 
go(a) ji[dF,,,(w)]-‘I* dw. Since g,(a) <0, we have to bound the integral 
from above. In view of fi >O we have that F,(a)- F,(w) >
-f&a)(w -a) - 2-‘fb(<)(w - a)* if a< w < {. We may assume f b(i) d -cO 
for t sufficiently largebecause i +O and hence f;(i) + f&(O) = -p as 
4 + co. Therefore 
J’ [dF,,,(w)]-‘I* dw< jr [cO(w-a)*- 2f0(a)(w- a)] -‘/* dw. 
a a 
The right-hand si e is equal to 
c~1~2[log{~-a-c~1f0(a)+ [(~-a)“-2c~‘f0(a)(~-a)]‘~*~ 
- log ICC ‘So(a)1 I.
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which does not exceed co ‘I2 log[2c, &(a)1 -I([ -c1- c;‘fo(a))]. Con- 
sequently we have (2.25). 
Next we minorize J2(p) as follows: 
= [dFo,B(a+)]~1’2((r+ l))‘wr+‘-i’w)lfl,=, 
=(r+1))1[dF0b,a(a+)]~“2(jY+1-(r+1)~’~+r~’+1). 
Since [ + 0, P(i) -+ PO ’ 0 and F,(a) - Fob(a + )< Fda - ) - 
F,(a+) + (p- 1){2(p+ l)}-l~(P+‘)‘(p~l) as 5 + co, we have (2.26) for 5: 
large with 
c, =4-‘(r+ l))‘p;+“[(p- l)(p+ l))‘$p+‘)‘(pP’)-j. 
Now we claim that if 5is sufficiently largeand 
a-a- >3([-a-)exp{ -&cl/(i’-a:)} (2.27) 
then J(a) >0. 
To see this, we note that, since f;l >O and fO(a-)=O, &(a) 6 
fb(a)(a-a..)<fb([)(a-aP)< -co(a-a-) if a- <a<(. Moreover, 
(i-a-)exp{-~~li(i’-a~)}~(i--a)exp{-~~l/(5’-a’)}. 
Therefore (2.27) yields 
h(a)< -3cdi-a)ew{ -&cl/(ir-ar)). (2.28) 
Observing that 3exp{ -&c,/({‘-cc~)~ >2/[exp{&c,/(i’-a’)} -21 
for 5sufficiently large, weget from (2.28) that 
that is, 2(1-ako Id l -’ <exp{ -&cl/go(a)} - 2, so-&cl/ 
g,,(a) > log[2c,(i - a)&(a)l -’ + 23. Thus we see that g,,(a) c;‘/~ 
log[2c,(4’- a) [&(a)[ -’ + 21 + cI > 0, since g(ao) <0. Therefore we have 
J(a) =J,(a) +Jz(p(a)) > 0by (2.25) and (2.26). 
Step 2. We now turn to the proof of property (ii). Putting 
w = i + t((’ - a), we have 
505'61 ‘2-b 




- (i -a)-’ j: gdw)(hda) - Mw))C~~o,l(w)l p3’2dw, (2.29) 
where 
hdw) = 2Fdw) - (w - i)fo(w). (2.30) 
Since &(w)=fo(w)-(w--[)&(w) and 0:(w)= -(w-[)fi(w), we see 
that 0;(T) =f0(5) < 0 and 0,“(w) > 0 if a < w < [. Hence 0;(w) < 0 in the 
interval ( ,[), so that 0,(a) - e,(w) > 0 for wE (a, 5). Thus 
2(i-aJp1 inf 
%SM.<[ 
[LW~,JW)] ~ 1’2 1’ gb(w)([ - w) dw. 
1 
Noting that g;(w) = r-w’+‘, we have fi gb(w)([-w)dw= 
(r+ l)-‘(c”’ -ar+l ) - a’([ - a). Therefore 
J;(a)> [dF,,,([)]- “*[(r+ l)~‘(i-a)~‘(i”‘-a”‘)-a’]. (2.31) 
Next we compute J;(p): 
UP)=(B-K’ jBgb(~)(~-i)Cd~b.p(w)1~“2dw 
i i 
+ js so(w)(UB) - 44wW~o,#41 -3’2 dw. (2.32) 
c 
Since 0:(w) < 0 if w > c and 0&(c) < 0 we have &(w) < 0 for w> i. Hence 
19,(/?) - 0,(w) < 0 for wE ([, p). Thus the second term in the right-hand si e 
of (2.32) isnegative. 
From F&?(a)) =F,(a), we see that d/?/da =fo(a)/fo(~(a)) < 0. Therefore 
(d/da) J2(B(a)) = Cfo(~)/YoM~))l JiMa)) 
>fda)C(P(a) - i fo(B(a))lp’ 
s 
B(a) 
X gb(w)(w - iWE&W1’2 dw. I 
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gb(w)(w - w&,,w-“2 dw i 
G &Tb(B(~))(B(a) - I)2c~~o,,(I)I -“2> (2.33 
f J2(P(to) > 
?a~) gb(P(a)Ma) - 0 
fo(B(~))c~~o,,(i)l”2 . 
(2.34 
To get (2.33), we first note that gb(w)(w - [) is strictly increasing for
w>{. Thus 
.&(w)(w - 0 d NW - i) if [ 6 w 6 /I (2.35) 
Second, observe that F,(w) is decreasing  the interval ([, CI +) and is 
increasing and convex in the interval (c( + , B) to have F,(w) <
(F,(a)-F(5))(B-i)~‘(w-B)+Fo(B) for WE (i, B), so that 
if <d w < /3. Thus 
j-c’[dF,,,(w)]p”2dw6 [(P-i);d’o,~(~)l”2!:ii(8-~)~“2dw 
= 2(8 -I&4~0.,K)1~‘,‘*. 
Since LIF,,~~~,(w) = d&‘,,,(w), we have (2.33) from this inequality and (2.35). 
Now (2.31) and (2.34) imply that J’(a)>0 if 
+ [(r+ l)(~-a)]~~‘(~‘+‘-crr+‘)-ccr>O. (2.36) 
Since /?(cY) -+/I,, and [ +O as 5 + co, we have f0(fi(~))>c2>0 and
2gb@(a))(/?(a) -i) < c3 for some c2 > 0 and c3 > 0 whenever 5 is ufficiently 
large and a- <a < [. Note that fo(a) > -p(a - X. ) for 5 large and 
a E (a-, [). Therefore (2.36) holds if 
a-a.. <cq([-a)-‘(jr+‘-ar+‘-(r+ l)a’([-a)}, (2.37) 
where cq = c,/[pc,(r + l)]. 
Thus it remains toshow that (2.21) implies (2.37). From (2.21) itfollows 
that a< a- + cc exp( -c’/[‘), andhence that a= o(i) as 5 -+ co. Thus the 
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right-hand si e of (2.37) isgreater than cScr for some c5 > 0 if 5 is large 
enough and a satisfies (2.21). Therefore we have (2.37) if 
cc exp( -c’/[‘) < c5cr, which is always valid for csufficiently sma l, i.e., for 
5 sufficiently large. Thus the proof is completed. 
Before going to the proof of Proposition 2.3, we point out that 
Proposition 2.4 is verlied by the same way as in the proof of Lemma 2.5. 
We have only to replace “5+ co” by “5 -+ i?“, [-+ 0” by “[ + ti/rY(p~ I)”
and “a- +O” by “a- + ii/fiq’(P~l).r’ We take q,= ]fb(z@~“~-‘))1/2, which 
is positive f (r >gC. The only difference is the reasoning in showing that 
(2.21) yields (2.37). In this case a=o(c) does not hold. So we modify the 
proof as follows: 
By Taylor’s theorem we see that 
(i r+ 1 -a’+‘)/(<-a)-(~+ l)ar 
=2-‘r(r+ 1)(x’-’ +3-‘(r-l)a;-*({-a)}([-a) 
for some aI E (a, [). Since a ~ > constant > 0 for all rnear V, by making 
c - a _ small we have that for some positive constant cg he right-hand si e 
of (2.37) is greater than cg([ - a) whenever a~ < a < c. Putting 
q(i) =c exp( -c’/(c’- a’)), we have from (2.21) that cg([ - a) > 
c6(~-ap)(l + q(c)). Therefore (2.37) holds for a satisfying (2.21) if 
([ - a _ ) q(i) <cg([ - a _ )( 1+ q(c)). Therefore (2.37) holds for a satisfying 
(2.21) if(i-a-) q(i) -C cg(i -u-.)(1 + q(i)), that is, 
r(i) <cdl + v(i)). (2.38) 
Since rj(c)=u(l) as (+a-, we see that (2.38) holds if [- a ~ is sufficiently 
small, namely, ifr is close to V. 
Moreover, properties (i), (ii), and (iii) ofProposition 2.4 follow from 
Lemma 2.1. Thus Proposition 2.4 is proved. 
Now we turn to the proof of Proposition 2.3. Assertion (ii) follows from 
(2.10), (2.16), and(2.18). To verify (i) and (iii), we fix an E>O small and 
Put 









where dF(u) =2[F(a, 5)- F(‘(u, t)]and we define 
a, = pP- ‘ICI, < with CI,. = (~/p)“‘~-‘). 
Note that fU(u, 5)< 0 if u< a,, and fU(u, 5)> 0 if u> a,.. 
(2.40) 
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LEMMA 2.6. (a) As a+~-(<), 
1, =Ifu(a-(5), 511 -lPl%(~-~-(W + O(l), (2.41) 
where the term 0( 1) is uniform int sufficiently large. 
(b) There xists a positive constant C such that $5 is ufficiently large
and a satisfies (2.10) then 
I, <c 1% 5, (2.42) 
13 < c. (2.43) 
Proof: Assertion (a)is proved in [16, p. 5701 in the case that f(u, 5) is 
of class C* with respect tou up to the boundary u = a- (<), which is the 
case if a>0 or if p>2. If a=0 and 1 <p<2, then f,(u, 5) is Holder con- 
tinuous ofexponent p - 1 in u at u = a_ (5) =0. It is not difficult to see that 
the proof in [ 163 still remains valid for such f(u, 5). 
To see (2.43) itis convenient to make use of change of variables (2.13), 
which leads to 
[dF,,,(w)] “2 dw. 
Observe that dF,,,(w) 3 [~W~,,(cc,.)](j?(cc) - cc,.)-‘@(cc) - w) if CI, d w 6 
/?(a), since F,(w) is convex for w> ~1,. and Fo(B(a)) = F,(a). For tx satisfying 
(2.21) and < sufliciently large, wehave M,,,(q) > y0 and /?(a)- ~1,. < yi 
with some positive constants y0 and y, independent of CI and 5. This proves 
(2.43). 
To verify (2.42), we put xn=u+&+n for n=O, 1,2 ,..., M, where 
M = [a,. - a - E]. Since F(u, 5) is a strictly decreasing function of uin the 
interval (  + E, a,.), we have 
s 
[PI+1 
[M’(u)] --“2 du < [dF(x,)] -I’*. 
r, 
bxll that F(x,, 5) = xi{ -p/2 + x,“-‘/((p + l)(4) + O/X,}. If X, <a, = 
MJ~‘(~ ~ I), then 
p+ 
xP--l CJ (P-l)(p+2) 
-2 (p;l)T”+;< - 2p(p+l) p+O(<- 
4lCP- 1) 
). 
Therefore we can find apositive constant c0 and a positive nteger n,, both 
independent of 5, such that if n2 n, then F(x,, 5) < -cOxz whenever 5 is 
large. Since F(u, c) = 0( 1) as 5 -P cc if astays bounded, wemay conclude 
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that dF(x,) > c:xt if n>, n,, where c1 is a positive constant independent of 
5 and n. 
Note also that dF(x,) B dF(a +E) > ci for some c2 > 0 independent of a 
and 4. 
Consequently 
no- I M+I 
z* < c [Lqx,)] -1’2 + c [dF(x,)] -1’2 
II=0 n = ng 
<c,‘n,+C,’ Mf”. 
n = no X” 
Observing that M= O(t”““- l’) as 5 + co, we have 
In”=+ xi I = O(log M) = O(log <). 
Therefore we obtain I, = O(log 0, as desired. 
Proof of Proposition 2.3. It remains to prove assertions (i) and (iii). 
First, ifa= a([) then from (2.10) and (2.41) wehave 
I, > c3 p- ‘1 (2.44) 
for some cj >O since IfJa-(5), 11<P. Therefore T(40, 5) = 
z,+z2+z,>c,pp-1), sothat d(u(<), <)= Z’(u(r), <)-2 tends to 0 as 
4 + oz. Thus we have assertion (iii). 
Next, we prove (i). For E > 0 given, let x, be such that u(x,; u(t), {)= 
a(<) +E. Since u is strictly increasing in x and u(t) + a/p as 5 -+ co, it is suf- 
ficient for the verification o show that x, + 1 as 5 -+ co. Recalling 
T(u(<), 5) =I, + I, + Z3, we have from (2.7) that x, = ZJ(Z, + I, + Z3). Since 
1,/z, = o(<-KI(p-1’ ) and Z,/Z, = O({p”‘(p-‘J log 5) by (2.42) (2.43) and 
(2.44), we see that x, -+ 1 as < + co. Therefore th proof is completed. 
3. INVERTIBILITY OF THE LINEARIZED OPERATOR 
We say a linear operator f om aBanach space into another tobe non- 
singular if it has a bounded inverse. W  shall show that he linearized 
operator of the shadow system around the boundary layer solution is on- 
singular. 
Let (do, (u,, eo))e% be a solution of (P: co). We extract the linear part 
9% around (u,, to) of the operations i  the left-hand si es of (1.14) and 
(1.15). Let
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Lo4 + ?lL(UO~ 50) 
i 
(3.1) 
j-’ gu(uo, 50) 4dx + rl I,’ gv(uo, 50) dx 
0 
for (4, v) E Xx R, where the linear operator Lo from X into Y= C”( [0, 11) 
is defined by
(3.2) 
for q5 EX. 
Assume that >k(u,) and a-(<)<a<a+(t). Let d(u,t) be given by 
(2.6) and let u(x; u, 5) be the solution of (1.14) subject to (1.16) given by 
(2.7). Moreover, let B(u, <) denote the function defined by (2.9). The 
objects in this ection are the following propositions. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let a( 0 be the solution of B(u, [) = 0 with 4> E given 
by Proposition 2.2.Let do = d(u(tO), to)and uo(x) = u(x; a([,), to) for 
to > z. Then there exists a Z’ > Z such that 6p, defined by(3.1) is non- 
singular if to > 5’. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Assume o> cc. Let 6(t) be the solution of &a, 5) = 0 
with v< 5 < ll given by Proposition 2.4.Let do = d(ri(<,), to  and uo(x) = 
u(x; u(tO), ro)for toE (17, 5 ). Then there exists a t’, E (6, tl] such that Ym is 
nonsingular if V<l < 5;. 
First, weprove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that Lo has a bounded inverse L;‘. Then 9% is 
nonsingular if nd only if 
qra : ~~(x)~-‘L~‘[l] dx# -<~+‘vK. 
s 
Proof We first note that 5$a is nonsingular if nd only if its kernel is
trivial. Consider the problem 
Lo4 +fu(uo, <oh = 03 (3.4) 
j-' gu(uo, 50) 4 dx + 1; gu(uo, 50) dxv = 0 
0 
(3.5) 
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for 4E X and q E R. To begin with, we claim that 
d=qq(p- 1)~‘~~‘(z40+fJL~1[1]). (3.6) 
To see this, we compute that 4 = +pl Cfvbo, Ml = 
-~L,‘[-qu,P/SX+‘]=~q5~‘L,‘[uOp/S~]. On other hand, 
L,u,=d,u,“+f(u,,5,)+(p-l))uoP/58-a=(p-l)u,P/58-o, so that 
L~‘[u~/~~]=(p-t))‘(u,+~~~~~[l]). Thus we have (3.6). 
Second, since gO(uO, to) = -q -sub/&+ land j: u;, dx = v<;+ lby (1.15), 
we see that 
s 
1 
gu(uo, 50) dx = 4s + 1 Iv. (3.7) 
0 
Now from (3.6) itfollows that if q= 0 then 4= 0. Therefore in view of 
(3.6) and (3.7) wesee that (3.4)-(3.5) has only the trivial so ution C,I$ = 0,
q = 0 if and only if 
rq(p-l)-lr,,‘~“~olu;~’ (Uo+aL;‘[l])dx-(s+ l)v#O. 
Using jh u;, dx = VI$,+ ’ again, it is easy to see that his condition is
equivalent to (3.3). Therefore th proof is completed. 
Let us state wo crucial lemmas to verify Propositions 3.1 and 3.2. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let T(a, 5) be the integral defined by (2.5) for (a, 5) EN. 
For each 5 > k(u,) there xists ana, E (a ~ (0, a + (<)I depending on5 such 
that (i) ifa~(~)<a<a, then 
(3.8) 
and (ii) the difference a, -a _ (5) is bounded away from 0 uniformly in
< > 3, for each E1 >k(u,). Moreover, a =~+(() ifl<p62. 
An important consequence of this lemma is as follows: 
Let do= d(a, 5) and uo(x) = u(x; a, 5) for (a, 5) EN. Smoller, Tromba, 
and Wasserman [18] have proved that he linear operator Lo defined by
(3.2) is nonsingular if T,(a, 5) < 0. Therefore, Lo is nonsingular if 
a-(CI)<a<a,. By(2.10), a(5) -+a-(<) as <-co. Thus T,(a(t), 0~0 for 
5 suffkiently large, sothat we can apply Lemma 3.3 to the solutions 
(44th 51, (4~; 45),5), 5)) if tis suffkiently large. Similarly we find that, 
for d,=d(ci(<), 5  and u,(x)= u(x; ci({), t Lo is nonsingular if 5 is suf- 
ficiently close to 15. 
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LEMMA 3.5. (a) There exist E, > 0 and C> 0 independent of to such 
that, for do = 44to), toI and uo(x) = 4~; 4t0), 50), 




(b) Assume that a> a,. Then there exist ZI > 17 and C > 0 independent 
of to such that (3.9) holds for d,, = d(ri(t,), to) and uo(x) = u(x; C;(t,), to)if 
u<[o<z*. 
We are ready to give the proof of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. First, if a= 0 then (3.3) holds and hence YE is 
nonsingular by virtue ofLemma 3.3. Therefore we assume below that a> 0. 
Casel. O<r<l. Since uo(x)+a/p on [0, 1) and uo(l)-+ +co as 
to + co, we see that r;- ’ -+ (p/a)’ ~ rand uo( 1)‘- ’remains bounded as 
to -+ co. Thus in view of (3.9) the left-hand si e of (3.3) remains bounded 
as to -+ co; while the right-hand si e tends to -co as to -+ co. Therefore 
(3.3) holds for all 5yo sufficiently large. 
Case 2. r > 1. By Holder’s inequality, the left-hand si e of (3.3) does not 
exceed 
Since J :,u;,dx=v<;+‘, it follows from (3.9) that he left-hand si e of (3.3) is
O(<~+l)(T-‘)l’). However, the right-hand side of (3.3) is O(&+ ‘) as 
to + co. Thus we see that (3.3) holds if to is sufficiently large. 
Consequently we have (3.3) for all possible cases, and hence Yz is non- 
singular provided that o is large enough. Thus the proof is completed. 
Proof of Proposition 3.2. We begin by claiming that 
I 
1 
uo(x)‘~‘L,‘[l] dx-+ii’-‘/f,(ii, U) 
0 
(3.10) 
as to -+ 6. To see this, first observe that L;‘[ l] tends to l/f,(t7, 0) in the 
sense of distribution as to -+ 0, which is verified easily b using (3.9) and 
(iii) ofProposition 2.4. Second, uO(x) = u(x; h(l), 5)remains uniformly 
bounded on [O, l] and tends to U on [O, 1) as 4 + 6. Combining these two 
facts gives (3.10). 
Therefore if we verify 
yraii- ‘/f,(U, V) # -iJs+ ‘WC, (3.11) 
SOS hl ‘2.7 
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then it turns out that (3.3) holds for &, near V, so that Za is invertible. 
Noting that G’ = vi?“+ ’ and f,(ii, C)U=(p- 1) Up/iiq-0, we see that (3.11) 
holds if and only if qro# --K[(P- l)iip/Cq-a], that is, (p- l)(s+ l)a# 
-rc(p - 1) Up/Oq. This always holds, ince the left-hand si e is positive and
the right-hand si e is negative. Therefore, we have proved the proposition. 
It remains toverify Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5. First we prove Lemma 3.5, 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. We shall verify only assertion (a); the proof of (b) 
is carried out in the same way. 
Let $,Jx) be the solution of 
do+6 +fu(~o~ 5o)tio = 1 in CO, 11, (3.12) 
l/&(O) = I&( 1) = 0. (3.13) 
Put t = (1 -x)/A and h(t) =f,(u,( 1 - At), to). Note that if we set 
w(t)=(- q’(p-l)~O( 1 -&t), then w is a decreasing function such that 
w(O) =P ( = t;q’(p- ‘)@4hJ, to)), w(T,)=a (=<;q/(P-‘)a(&)) and 
satisfies th  quation 
w”+fo(w)=O in CO, ToI (3.14) 
w’(0) = w’( T,) =0, (3.15) 
where r, = l/A and f,(w) is defined by(2.14). Moreover, w is given as 
the inverse function of 
s p [2(F,(P) -F,(w))] -1’2 dw = t (3.16) w 
and in particular 
s ’ [Z(F,(p)-F&v))]-“*dw= To. ? (3.17) 
We observe that h(t) =fb(w(t)), sothat h(t) is a strictly decreasing 
function such that h(0) =f;(P) > 0, h( r,,) = f;(a) <0, provided that <is 
large enough; note also that h(t) is smooth on the closed interval [0,T,], 
since &(w) is a smooth function fw in (0, p), and min w(t) = a > 0. 
Instead of(3.12), (3.13), we consider the equivalent problem 
I)” +h( t)l+!l = 1 in CO, ToI, (3.18) 
l)‘(O) = I)‘( T,) =0. (3.19) 
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Here the prime denotes d/dt. The solution $,,(x) of(3.12), (3.13) isgiven by 
@o(x) = IcI((l -a/a. w e would like to show that he solution II/ of 
(3.18) subject to (3.19) remains bounded as To--+ co. 
Step 1. First, westudy solutions f the homogeneous equation (3.20). 
By differentiating (3.14)with respect to t, we see that w’ is a solution of 
qY + h(t)4 =0. (3.20) 
We have another solution of (3.20) which is independent of w’: 
u(t) = -w’(t) j’ w’(s)-* ds, 
10 
(3.21) 
where to is chosen so that h(t,) = 0. Since u(t) <0 for t< to and u(t) >0 for 
t > to, we have u”(t) > 0 for all t> 0 and the quality holds only if t= to. By 
making use of (3.14) and (3.21) wesee that 
u’(t) = 41 +fo(w(t)) u(t))lw’(t). (3.22) 
Note that ucan be extended asa C2 function on [0, T,,]. Therefore, by 
letting t + 0, we find that 1 +fO(w(0)) u(O) =0 since w’(0) = 0. Hence, 
u(O) = -l/f0(/3). Similarly we find u( To) = -l/f,(~). 
Moreover, wesee that o remains bounded as to + co, since 
to = 
5 
’ [L&~(W)] -1’2 dw 
a. 
(see (2.43) of Lemma 2.6). Therefore Iw’(to)l > C,, > 0 for some Co as 
&, + co; and hence u’(t,) = -l/w’(t,,) remains bounded. Since h(t) is boun- 
ded, we may conclude that (u(t)1 and lo’(t)1 are bounded on any compact 
interval CO,T] as to --) co. 
We claim that here exist positive constants c, and c2 such that 
u’(To) 2 ~1 NT,), (3.23) 
s TO u(t) d  6 czu(To) 0 (3.24) 
for all to sufficiently large. 
To see this, let us put y = If&(~)1 ‘I2and q(t) =h(t) +y2. We observe that 
Y > 0, s’(t) < 0 and rl(To)=O. Set z(t) = u’(t)/u(t) - y. Since 
u”/u + q(t) -y2 = 0, we find that 
2’ +27z +z2 + q(t) =0. 
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Note that u’(t)/v(t) =  - to)) ’ +0( It - t,l ) as t -+ t,; hence we can choose 
t, > f, so as to obtain z(tr ) >0. Thus, for t> tI ,we have 
s 
I 
z(t) = ep 2Y(l--rl)Z(f,)- e-2Y(r--s)[z(s)2 + q(s)] ds 
fl 
<e -2Y(l--l)Z(t,), 
We note that z’(t)<0 if z(t)> -y+jy’-v](t), z’(t)=0 if z(l) =
-y+JMand z’(t)>0 if-y-,/m<z(r)< --y+Jm; 
note also that -y + dm < 0 if t> to. Since z(t,) > 0, we see that 
z(t) 4 -Y + ~FzG 
for t> t, .Therefore, v’(T )/u( r,) =z( To) +y > dm, which leads to 
(3.23) since y* - v](t,) = Ih( is uniformly bounded away from 0 as 
<-+c.o. 
Now, integrate both sides of the inequality z(t) <e-mzrc’m ‘I%( I,) over 
[t,, t] to find that 
s 
r 
Z(S) dsf -(2y)-‘(e-2y”p”‘- 1) z(t,) 
fl 
d (2y)P’z(Q. 
Since z(t) = u’(t)/o( t) -y, this inequality yields that 
b.3Cd~M~,)l GY(l- ?,I+ mT’44)? 
so that v(t)<o(t,)exp{y(t-tr)+(2y)-‘z(t,)}. Recalling thatu<O if 
O<lt&,, we have that 
5 
TO 
u(t) dt < 
0 
j” u(t) dt + jr0 u(t) dt 
10 11 





On the other hand, we know that 
T,=~~‘log(a-cc~)-‘+o(l), (3.26) 
where y- = Ifb(cr-)I ‘I2 and 0( 1) is uniform in to sufficiently large(cf. 
(2.41) of Lemma 2.6). Since f,, is convex, we have fo(a) > 
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&(a-)(a-~)= -??(a-L), so that (a-~)’ <y2/lf0(a)l. In view of 
y < y ~, we see from (3.26) that 
Therefore, erTo <C/lf,-Ja)l = Co(T,) with some constant C >0. Since v(t,), 
tl’(t,), and z(t,) remain bounded and y2 tends to I&(O)1 = ,U as lo + co, we 
obtain (3.24) from (3.25). 
Step 2. All solutions f (3.18) can be written asfollows: 
IC/(t)=A,w’(t)+A,u(t)- j; [w’(s)u(t)-w’(t)u(s)] ds. (3.27) 
The constants A, and A, are to be determined by boundary conditions 
(3.19). Theresult is
A, = -u’(O) {(fi - a) u’(T,,) -So(a) I:” u(s) ds}/B, (3.28) 
A2 = -fo(B) {(P- ~1) u’(To) -fo(a) j’” 4s) ds}‘B (3.29) 
with B = u’( To)fo(p) - u’(0)fo(a). 
By virtue of (3.24), we see that Ijo jp u dsl remains bounded as 
to -+ co. Hence we get by using (3.23) that 
A 1 = -u’P)(P - a)/fo(P) + o(l), (3.30) 
A,= -(p-cr)+o(l) (3.31) 
as &jO + co. Since Ii/(O) = A,u(O) = { (/? - a) u’( To) -fo(a) JoTo u(s) ds}/B =
U-QYo(P)+41) as 5o+~, we find that he initial data e(O) and 
$‘(O) = 0 remain bounded. Thus we may conclude that $(t) remains boun- 
ded on every compact set [0, T] because the coeflicient h(t) isalso boun- 
ded as l,, -+ cc. 
Step 3. We derive a uniform estimate of I+(t)1 outside a compact inter- 
val. First, note that t+b(To)=[A,-(a-fi)]u(T,)=(u’(O)(fl-a)- 
h(B) JOr, u ds)lB < 0 if to is large and that Ic/( T,) is bounded since 
JoTo u dt/u’(T,,) is bounded as to + cc by virtue of(3.23) and (3.24). 
Second, since h(t) < 0 for t > rO, we see from (3.18) that $“(t)>O if 
e(t) > l/h(t) and $“(t) < 0 if $(t) < l/h(t), provided that > t,. 
Assume that $( To) > l/h( To). Then J/” >0 near t = T,. Since l/h(t) is
increasing, we see asily that $> l/h for all tE (to, To), so that II/” > 0on 
(t,, To). In view of II/‘( To) =0, we obtain that II/ is monotone decreasing o  
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[to, TO1 and hence IIC/(t)l <max{ I$(t,Jl, I$(r,)l} for TV [to, TJ. Because 
It&t,,)] and ]@(T,,)I arebounded, we see that sup{]$(t)l ( tE [to, T,]} 
remains bounded as &, --f co. 
Assume now that $( T,) < l/h( T,). Observe that if $(t’) < l/h(t’) for 
some t’ < T,, then $(t) 2 $(t’) on [t’, r,]. To see this, let us assume the 
contrary: t,b(t.+) < t,b(t’) for some t, E (t’, T,]. Then there xists a 
t,E(t’, 7’,] such that $(t,)=min{$(t) 1 t’dt<T,,}. We have $“(t,)>O, 
which is a contradiction because $(t,) < IC/(t’) 6 l/h(t’) 6 l/h(t,) yields 
I)“( t,) <0. 
Therefore ift,b(2t,)< l/h(2t,) then we have I+(t)1 d I$(2to)l for all 
t E [2t,, r,]. Since It,b(2t0)l remains bounded as to + co, we have a 
uniform bound of Ill/(t)] on [2t,, T,]. Next, consider the case $(2t,)> 
l/h(2t,). Lett’>2t, be such that $(t’)= l/h(t’) and $(t)> l/h(t) if 
2t,< t < t’. Then Irl/(t)l < It+b(t’)l for te[t’, r,]. Moreover, $ is convex in 
(2t,, t’), so that It)(t)1 < max{ IIC/(2t0)l, l/lh(2t,,)l} for tE [2t,, t’]. Thus we 
see that I@(t)/ <max{ I$(2t0)l, /lh(2t,,)l} for t E[2t,, T,] because 
l/h(2t,) < l/h(t’) < 0.The boundedness of It,b(2to)l and l/lh(2t,)J yields that 
sup{ I$(t)l 1 tE [2t,, T,]} is bounded when to- co. 
Consequently we have (3.9) bycombining Step 2with Step 3. 
The final job in this ection is to verify Lemma 3.4. 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Let 
To(a)=iP@) (dF,,,(w))-“* dw, 
z 
(3.32) 
where dFO,,(w) isdefined by (2.24) and /?(cr) is given by (2.15). Since 
T(a, 5) = Td4- 4’(p-1ja), it issufficient for the proof to show that YO(cr) <O 
for CXE(K,C~*) with some a,>a-. Let 
T,(a) = Ia+ [dFo,,(w)] -l’* dw for ~E(M.-,a+], (3.33) 
a 
7-2(B) = j” W’,,,(w)1 ~ “* dw for /I>tx+. (3.34) 
ai 
We shall show that 
T;(a) < -Cl/lfo(a)l for all c1 E(c( - , a,.), (3.35) 
0 > T;(p) > -c* for all P E Ma,), P(a -)). (3.36) 
Moreover, Czand l/C, are uniformly bounded with respect to5 2 ZI for 
any Z, > k(u,). 
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Now since 7’;(a) = T;(a) + T1(p(a))/I’(cr) and p’(a) =fo(a)/fo(fi(a)), it 
follows from (3.35) and (3.36) that 
G(a) < -c, Ifo(a)l - ’ + c2 Ifcd@)l AMa)) -l. 
Since IfoWldfbk)I (a-a-1 andfo(P(a))>fo(P(a,)) for W~-~~J~ 
we see that 7’&(a) < 0if a-IX < Jm Ifb(a-)l tfO(/I(crc)). Noting that 
Ifb(a-)l is bounded and f&?(a,)) isuniformly bounded away from 0for 
5 z E-1 >k(u,), we find that LX* =JE Ifb(cc-)l -‘f,(fl(~~))“~ has the
required property. 
Let us turn to the proof of (3.35). As in the derivation of (2.29) wehave 
that 
T;(a)= -(a+ - )-’ s OL+ (e,(a) - e,(w))(LlF,,,(w))-3’2 dw, (3.37) a 
where 0,(w)=2F0(w)-(w-cc+)f,(w). Note that &(w)=&(w)- 
(w-a+)fb(w) and 0;(w)= -(w-a+)fl(w). Therefore, 0;>0 and 0; ~0 
in (~,a+). Hence 0,(a)-e,(w)>0 for WE(CI,C~+), so that T;(a)<O. 
Since 0, is convex in (a_,a+) we have that B,(a)-8,(w)>c,(w-a) for 
w~(a, a+), where cl = -(0,(a+)-8,(a))/(a+ -a)>O. On the other hand, 
we see that F,,(w)=F,(a)~f,(a)(w-a)+2~~f~(d)(w-a)~ for some 
dE (a, w); note that f;(Z) > f;(a) because of fi > 0. Therefore 
F,(a)-Fe(w)< -[fo(a)+2p’fb(a)(w-a)](w-a). We choose a in the 
interval ( -, a,.) so as to have f;(a) < 0. Put q = 2fo(a)/fiJa) (>O). Then 
dF,Jw) < I&(a)1 (w - a + q)(w - a). Thus, if aE (a-, a,.) we have 
I 
‘+ (e,(a)- ~l(w))(~~0,a(w))-3’2 dw 
a 
>cl Ifb(a)l-3121a+ (w-a+rf~3’2(w-a)~1’2dw 
u 
=2c,q-’ Ifb(a)lp3’*(a+ - )“2(a+ -a+yI)-“2 
=cI Ifda)l-‘(a+ -Co”2[Ifb(a)l + -Co+2 Ifo(~)ll~1’2. 
Here we have used the transformation w - a =qx/( 1 - x). Consequently we 
obtain from (3.37) 
T;(a)< -cl Ifo(a)l-‘[(a+ -~){ISb(a)l (a+-Co+2 If0(~)I~l~1’2~ 
Since cl> [e,(a,,)-0,(a+)]/(a+ - -), we have (3.35) with 
C,=Cel(a,)-e,(a+)l(a+-a~)-3’2CIfb(a~)I (a+-a~)+21So(ac)11~“2. 
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To verify (3.36), we start with the xpression 
where 8, is as before. Since 0;(w)= -(w-a+)f{(w)<O for 
wE(a+,fi(a-))and&(a+)=O, weseethat &,(w)<Ofor wE(a+,P(a-)), 
so that Y;(p) < 0. Making use of 0; < 0 leads to 
o>e,(B)-e,(w)‘e;(B)(P-w) for wE(a+,p). 
Note also that Fi = fb > 0 in (a + , /?), whence follows 
F,(P) - F,(w) ’CAP - WI 
with c2 = [ FO(fi) - FO(a +)]/(/I - CI +) > 0. Therefore 
>e;(j?)(2c2)--3’2/b (p- w)-“2dw 
at 
= -2 lei(P)I (P - a + 12CdF&a +)I p3’2. 
Observing that le;(b(a-))l > /&,(/?)I forPE(c(+, /I(C)) and F,(b)- 
Fda + ) 2 FdB(a,)) - f’da +1 for B E Ma,.), B(a ~ 11, we have 
T;(B)> -2 leUk))l Ma- I- a+K~Fob,sc,,~(~+ )l-3’2. 
Since the right-hand si e of this inequality is bounded for 52 E, > k(u,), 
we have (3.36). 
In the case of 1 < p 6 2, we see that f;(w) >0 and fr( w) d 0. Then we 
can apply the result ofSmoller and Wasserman [ 191 to obtain a*= a + . In 
fact, hey prove the assertion f r&(w) = (w + A) w(B - w) with 0< A < B, 
and the reasoning there uses only the properties f:(w) >0 for w< 0 and 
fr < 0 (in this case, a-= -A and a, = 0). 
Therefore th proof of Lemma 3.4 is completed. 
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
We are now ready to prove Theorems l-5 by making use of the facts 
established in Sections 2 and 3. 
Proof of Theorem 1. By Proposition 2.2, all monotone increasing 
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solutions of (P: co) such that t > E are on the curve 
V = { (d(a(r), c (u(.; a(c), 5), 5)) EX 1 5 > e}. Moreover, Proposition 3.1 
yields that, for any solution on GF?, the linearized operator 9a is non- 
singular provided that 5> .?‘. Therefore by the implicit function theorem 
we can re-parametrize 59 by d,. Thus we have Theorem 1by combining 
Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 with these observations. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We begin with decomposing the space 
Y = C?‘( [0, 11) into two subspaces: Y = R! @ Y, , where 
(4.1) 
Let P denote the projection operator ofY onto Y, . Let Z = Xn Y,. Then 
the kernel ofd2/dx2 is the one-dimensional subspace spanned by the con- 
stant function u E 1 which we identify with [w and the range of d2/dx2 is the 
space Y,. Moreover, &/dx2 is an isomorphism from Z onto Y, 
Now we decompose the unknown u(x) as follows: 
4x) = 4 + It/(x), 
where 5: =j; u(x) dx and $ E Z. We put 
I 
~(d,,r,u,~,ICI)=d,u”+f(u,r+IG/), 
&Cd, 3 ~9 u, 5, ICI) = [’ dub), 5 + $(x)) dx, 
0 
&Cd,, 5, u, t, $I= V’ + zPg(u, t +II/). 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
Then 9 = (e, 4, Fj) is an analytic mapping from the open set 
((d,,z,u,&$)I[>O and t+$(x)>O} of lR+x~+xXx~xZ into 
Y x Iw xY,. Note that if F(d,, T, U, 5, $) = 0 with r> 0 then (d,, (u, t+ (I/)) 
is a solution of (P: l/r). 
Let (do, (u,, Co)) be a solution f(P:co). Then 9(do, 0, uo, to, 0)= 
(0, 0,O). It is easily seen that he partial derivative of 9 with respect to
(u, <, $1 at Cd,, T, u, 5, $) = (do, 0, uo, to, 0) is as follows: 
Recall that d2/dx2 is an isomorphism from Z onto Y,. Therefore 
D,,,,,,9(d,, 0  uO, lo, 0) is nonsingular if nd only if 97% is nonsingular. 
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By Proposition 3.1., if(d,, (u,,, &,)) is a solution f(P:co) given by 
Theorem 1.1 then d%b, is nonsingular, so that DcU,,ti,9 s nonsingular. Con-
sequently, the implicit function theorem yields Theorem 2. 
To consider the global behavior fw$J,*, we prepare two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.1. For any d, with 0< d, d 03, there xists a D > 0 such that if 
d, > D then the constant solution (d,, 0) is the only solution f(P:d,). 
We can verify this lemma in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3
of [21] with obvious minor modifications, s  we omit it. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let %?:I.+ be the connected component of Y containing V. 
Suppose that cl(%?~)~+ )n r= a. Then Seed, %‘g),+ consists of at least wo 
points ifO<d,<d,. 
Proof: For U = (u, 5) E Xx R + , we define a mapping @ by 
@Cd,, U= G(d,)CuPItY+~l, v 
( 
-‘(-“i;,’ ur dx), (4.5) 
where G(d,) is the Green operator of PI-d,d2/dx2 under the 
homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. Then@ is a continuous 
compact mapping from R+ x Q into Xx Iw +, where Sz = (X n K) x R + and 
K is the open cone of positive continuous f nctions. 
Now we assume to the contrary that Sec,,%?z),+ consists of one point for 
some d,,E (0, d,). We adopt he argument inIze [lo] (or [ 15, Chap. 33) to 
show that we have a contradiction. F rst, wepoint out that here exist an
open subset 0 of R, x Sz such that cl(%‘z)v+) is contained in 15 and no 
other solutions f (P: cc) are contained in cl(o). Since the reasoning  the 
proof of Lemma 1.2 is valid for (P : co), we have a priori estimates similar 
to (1.12) and (1.13) for solutions f the shadow system. Inview of such 
estimates andLemma 4.1, we find that he set 
Oo= {(d,, U)EO 1 d,>d,-26) 
is a bounded set in R’ +x Q. Here 6 > 0 is a number such that d, > 26. 
We define a function i(d) as follows: 
i(d) =
d if dad,--6, 
d,,6-‘[2(d-d,,)+36] if d<d,-6. 
For r>O we put 
H,(d,, U) = (i(d,) - r, U- @(dl, U)). (4.6) 
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We claim that he Leray-Schauder deg ee d g(HJd,, U), $, (0,O)) iswell 
defined and is independent of r > 0. To verify this, itsuffices to show that 
there is no solution of H,(d, , U) = (0,O) on X!& for all r> 0. Note that XC& 
is the union of X91d,.do--26 and Set+ zaO. By construction of 0, 
U- @(d,, U) # 0 for all (d,, U) E X9. Moreover, if d, = d,- 26 then 
i(d, ) -r = -d, - r < 0. Thus H, has no zero n a&. 
Since Co, is bounded, H,(d, U) # 0 in C$ if Y is sufficiently large. 
Therefore we may conclude that 
deg(H,(d,, U)ooo, (0, 0)) =0 
Next we claim that 
for all Y > 0. (4.7) 
deg(H,,,(d,, u)  oo, 0  ))f 0, (4.8) 
which contradicts (4.7); hence, Sec,%?g),+ must contain at lest wo 
elements. 
To obtain (4.8), we put 
Hs)(d, U) = (i(d) -d,, U- @(td+ (1 - t) d,, U)) 
for t E [0, 11. Note that @( td+ (1 - t) d,,, U) is a compact map from 
[0, l] x Q, into 52 and that Hj$(d, U) = (0,O) if and only if d= d,, and 
U = @(d,, U). Therefore H$)(d, U) # (0,O) for all tE [IO, 1 ]on c%!&, whence 
follows that 
deg(H,(d, U), oo, (O,O)) = deg(H$), oo, (0, 0)). (4.9) 
We know that in Sec,,,Q, there is exactly one zero U, = (u(x; d,), ljd,,)) of
I- @(do, .). Hence deg(H, co) (Jo, (0,O)) isequal to the index of the Frechet 
derivative of H$) at (do, U,), which is as follows: 
[DHg’(d,, U ,](~, 0)= (4 cc- @,(d,, U,)O). 
Since this is a product map and I- @,(d,, U,) is nonsingular by virtue of
Proposition 3.1, we see that the index of DH$t)(d,, U ) is nonzero. 
Therefore we have (4.8) byway of (4.9). This completes theproof. 
Proof of Theorem 3. By virtue ofRemark 1.5, it suffices to prove asser- 
tions for n= 1. 
First weverify (i). We claim that Sec,%‘c),+ contains only one point if d
is sufficiently closeto0. To see this, weprove that if (d,, (u,, tj)) EWE),+ is 
a sequence such that d, + 0 as j -+ co, then cj + cc as j + 00. Since all 
solutions with 5 > E lie on %? given by Theorem 1, we obtain the claim. 
Now let us assume that tj tends to some finite [ as j+ cc. Then 
uj(0)+ a-(f), since di -+O as j--+c~. Inthe case of O<CT<C,. this is 
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impossible ecause B(a-(t), t)= g(a-(l), l)cO for all 5>k(u,). If d=O, 
then U, = 0 and &a- (5), <) < 0 for all t> 0, so that he only possibility is A 
t = 0. However, using b(0, [) = [<“(p + I)~/23 ‘BP- ‘), we see that 
‘&j(X)? tj, G g(b(uj(o)3 tj)9 <I) < = 
wcp- ‘) 
db(03 tj), tj) tj C-v + 
)] < 0 if tj is near 0. Thus JA g(u,(x), tj)dx < 0, a contradiction. 
Therefore l, + co as j + co. 
Consequently, it follows from Lemma 4.2 that cl(%‘~)~+ ) n f # @. Note 
that he number of zeros of U’ is conserved along %?~~,+ since (1.14) isan 
autonomous equation i U. Therefore, by virtue ofLemma 1.7, we find that 
cl(V$~+ )nr= ((dg), 0)). S ince the solutions  FE),- are obtained as
reflection image of those on Vz),+ with respect tox = l/2, we see that 
cl(%‘z)*-)nT= ((ds), D)}. Hence we have (i). 
Assertion (ii) sa consequence of Theorem 1and Lemma 4.1. 
We point out that assertion (iii) follows from assertion (i) and 
Lemma 1.8. 
Assertion (iv) is verified n the same way as in the proof of Theorem 4of 
[21] by using Lemmas 1.2 and 4.1 together with Nishiura’s symmetry 
argument, so we do not repeat i here. The proof is thus completed. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Again by Remark 1.5 we have only to verify asser- 
tions for n = 1. Let (d,, (u,, to)) be an arbitrary monotone increasing 
solution f(P: oo). In the case of 1 < p < 2, the linearized operator 
L, = d,,d’/dx’ +fU(uO, & ) is nonsingular by virtue ofLemma 3.4. Thus if 
(r =0 then 9a is nonsingular since (3.3) holds. This implies that he set of 
monotone increasing solutions is locally a curve in X parametrized by d,. 
Since all increasing solutions lieon $9, cl),+ ifd, is small enough, wesee that 
%‘$),+ coincides with the set of all monotone increasing solutions a dthat 
it is parametrizable by d,.
On the other hand, we can see that for rr =O, bifurcation from 
r is supercritical, i.e., d:)(c) = d:) + Z~E~ + O(c3) with 72 = 
-p(p- l)(p +3)p/(12U2) < 0 (see Lemma 1.7). This is obtained bythe 
routine computation analogous tothat in Section 4 of [20]. Since the 
coefficient r2 depends on 0 continuously, it turns out that r2 <O for 
(5 >0 sufficiently sma l. Thus Zm is nonsingular fo (d,, (u,, to)) near the 
bifurcation poi t as long as Q is sufficiently sma l
Now since 9m depends continuously on 0 and since it is always non- 
singular for d, sufficiently sma l, wefind that Ze is nonsingular along 
%?(l),+, provided that gis small enough. Thus the proof is completed. cc 
Proof of Theorem 5. In the case of G Z cc there is no bifurcation poi t 
on r. Thus cl(%‘g)z+ ) n r= 0, so that we have assertions (i) and (iii) by
virtue ofLemma 4.2. Assertion (iii) sa consequence of Theorem 1and 
Lemma 4.1. 
Assume that 0> cc. If (d,, (u,, to)) E% 21,’ is such that do is sufficiently 
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close to 0, then &, > E or to is near 6. By virtue ofPropositions 2.4 and 3.2, 
the set of increasing solutions such that d, is small and 5 is near Vforms a
curve parametrizable by di .Thus we have assertion (b)and the proof is 
completed. 
APPENDIX 
We prove here Lemma 1.2. First, weverify (1.10). Divide both sides of 
(1.1) byu and integrate ov r [0, 11. Then using (1.3) we see that 
d, .i,’ (u’/u)2 dx +j; IA p-l/uYdx+oj; l/udx=p, 
hence in particular ~A(u’/u)~ dx < p/d,. Let x0, x1 E [0, l] be such that 
U(X) =min u and u(x,) = max U. Then we have 
log(max U) - log(min U)= 1.” z//u dx 
w 
112 
6 [XI -x01 “2 r; (d/u)’ dxl 
<(j”; (u.lu)‘dx)12<(l(ldl)l: 
whence follows max u < em min U. In the same way we can obtain (1.11). 
Next we prove (1.13). Let y,, y, E [0, l] be such that o(y,)=min v, 
v(y,) = max v. Then we have v”(y,)>O and u”(y,) ~0, so that 
g(u(y,),minu)<O andg(u(y,),maxu)>O. In view of (iv) of Lemma 1.1 
we have min u 3 Z(u( yO)) and max v 6 I(u( y,)). Since I(U) is an increasing 
function, l(u( y,)) 3I(min U) and I(u( y,)) <I(max u). Therefore we have 
(1.13). 
By the same convexity argument i is easy to see that 
min u d k(max u), (A.1 1 
max v 2 k(min u). (A.21 
In obtaining (A.l) we use the fact hat min u > o/p which is again acon- 
sequence ofconvexity. 
We now turn to the proof of (1.12). Combining (A.l) with (1.13) leads to 
the inequality I(min U) < k(max u). Since I(U) is increasing  u and min 
u > (max U) e-m by (l.lO), we finally obtain 
Z(Cm max 24) < k(max 24). (A.3) 
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Similarly we have from (A.2), (1.13), and(1.10) that 
k(min U) < l(ea min u). (A.4) 
Inequality (A.3) yields that max u does not exceed the unique positive root 
w = W* of the equation k(w) =I(e -+%Z w); and (A.4) implies that min u 
must be greater than the unique positive root w= W, of the equation 
k(w) =Z(efi w). We claim that W, and W* have the following three 
properties: (a) ~j.- ’ < W, < U < W * for all d, > 0; (b) W, is strictly 
increasing  d, and W* is a strictly decreasing function ofd,; and (c) 
w, + qP, W*+ +CC as d,-+O, while W*+U, W*+ii as d,-+co. 
Hence putting C(d,)= W* and c(d,)= W,, we have (1.12). 
To prove (a), (b), and (c), we consider the unique positive solution 
w = w(t) of the equation k(w) =I(tw) in w with t > 0. By straightforward 
computation we see that w(r) satisfies th  quation 
WP-v/(s+ 1) _v-Yl(f+ l)p/‘/(“+ lypw _c) = 0, 
whence follow (a’) w(t)> op-‘, (b’) dw/dt <O for all t >O, and c’) 
W(i)-H.& as t-co, while w(t)+co as t-+0. Since W,=w(e A- P’dl), 
W* = w(e-a) and w(1) =ii, properties (a), (b), and (c) follow from (a’), 
(b’) and (c’). Thus Lemma 1.2 has been proved. 
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